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RESUMO
Eḥad Mi Yodea é uma canção cumulativa hebraica constituída por questões sobre números e respostas 
usando conceitos judaicos. A comparação das vinte e três versões em ladino da canção Quién supiense 
com a versão hebraica revela diferenças em vários aspectos: 1. as frases introdutórias e conclusivas 
são formuladas independentemente; 2. a dimensão da canção varia em ladino; 3. os conteúdos 
de algumas respostas diferem da versão hebraica; 4. existem algumas variantes linguísticas. A 
tradição de cantar esta canção pela Páscoa é relativamente recente. A questão da originalidade das 
canções hebraica e ladinas já foi levantada antes. Tendo como base versões da canção em espanhol 
antigo e catalão, tem sido assumido que a versão ladina teria estado na origem da hebraica. A 
minha opinião é que as duas versões podem ter sido desenvolvidas independentemente, embora 
não haja dúvida de que as versões em ladino são anteriores à hebraica.  

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: canções cumulativas, canções de Páscoa, poesia paralitúrgica, poesia 
religiosa em ladino, poesia religiosa em Haketía, conceito judaico

ABSTRACT
Eḥad Mi Yodea is a cumulative Hebrew song asking about numbers and answering by using Jewish 
concepts. Twenty three Ladino versions of  the song Quién supiense are compared to the Hebrew 
version and show differences in several respects: 1. the introductory and the concluding phrases 
are independently formulated; 2. the length of  the song varies in Ladino; 3. the contents of  
some of  the answers differ from the Hebrew version; 4. there are some linguistic variations. The 
tradition of  singing it on Passover is relatively new. The question of  the originality of  the Hebrew 
and Ladino songs has been raised before. Based on old Spanish and Catalan versions of  the song, 
it has been assumed that the Ladino version might have been the origin of  the Hebrew one. My 
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contention is that the two versions could have been developed independently, but there is no doubt 
that the Ladino ones are older than the Hebrew one.

KEYWORDS: Cumulative songs, Passover songs, paraliturgical poetry, Ladino religious poetry, 
Haketía religious poetry, Jewish concept

Introduction

Eḥad Mi Yodeaˁ “Who Knows One?” is a traditional Jewish cumulative song 
customarily sung towards the conclusion of  the Passover Seder. The song is 
comprised of  a series of  thirteen questions and corresponding answers, each of  
which features a different Jewish motif. Questions take the form “Who knows 
one”, “Who knows two”, and so on, and are answered using the structure “I know 
one”, “I know two”, etc. The song is considered to be a game-like tool designed 
to keep children awake until the end of  the Seder and which also reinforces the 
education of  important Jewish concepts. Although Eḥad Mi Yodea is written in 
Hebrew, the following Aramaic words are included: šabata “Sabbath; week”, 
dibraya “commandments”, koxvaya “stars”, šivtaya “tribes”, midaya “attributes”.

It seems likely that Eḥad Mi Yodea was not originally associated with Passover; 
it was familiar to the Jewish communities of  Cochin and Singili (Shingili) where 
it was included in a collection of  Jewish songs published in Amsterdam in 1757. 
The lyrics to Eḥad Mi Yodea were also published in a Maḥzor from Avignon about 
the same time.1

Although the Hebrew version of  the song has traditionally appeared in 
Ashkenazi Passover Haggadot since the late 16th century2 and in Italian Haggadot 
since the beginning of  the 17th century,3 it only started to appear in Ladino 

1 Shimon Sharvit, “New Light on Eḥad Mi Yodeaˁ” (in Hebrew), Bar Ilan Annual, 9, 1972, pp. 475-
482; Idem, “The Oriental Version of  Eḥad Mi Yode’a” (in Hebrew), Tarbiẕ, 41, 1972, pp. 424-429; 
Idem, “The Traditions of  the Liturgical Poem ‘Eḥad Mi Yodeaˁ’ in Ladino Speaking Communities” (in 
Hebrew), Studies in Modern Hebrew and Jewish Languages. Eds. Malka Muchnik and Tsvi Sadan, Jerusalem, 
Carmel, 2012, pp. 599-611; Daniel Goldschmidt, The Passover Haggadah: Its Sources and History (in 
Hebrew), Jerusalem, Bialik Institute, 1981, p. 98.
2 Menahem Zvi Fox, “The History of  the Songs ‘Eḥad Mi Yodea’ and ‘Ḥad Gadya’ in Israel and among 
the Nations” (in Hebrew), Asufot: Annual for Jewish Studies, 2, 1988, pp. 201-226, especially 201-202.
3 Of  the three Haggadot published in Venice in 1609, those which include Yiddish and Judeo-Italian translations 
contain Eḥad Mi Yodea, whereas the Haggadah with an accompanying Ladino translation does not.
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Sephardic Haggadot at around the beginning of  the 19th century – initially in Italy 
and subsequently in the Balkans.4

As far as I am aware, the Ladino version of  Eḥad Mi Yodea, known as Quién 
supiense, first appeared in Ladino Haggadot in or around 1940. However, there 
is much evidence to suggest that the song was well-known much earlier than 
this, but that it did not have any connection to the Passover Seder.5 A song with 
lyrics similar to the various Ladino versions of  Eḥad Mi Yodea was attested to by 
the anusim (Conversos, forced converted Jews) in Inquisition documents from the 
early 16th century, although its origins probably predate even this.6

Sharvit examined four Ladino versions of  Quién supiense and compared these 
to three (Judeo-)Spanish versions as documented by Converted Jews.7 In this 
paper I will be exploring many more Ladino versions of  the song and describe 
how these vary linguistically and contextually. I will conclude by looking at the 
song’s origins.

The Study

For the purposes of  this study, I researched 23 Ladino versions of  the song, 
15 of  which exist in printed form and another eight which are available as sung 
recordings (See Appendix 1 for details and abbreviations). One version of  the 
song exists in both written and vocal forms – the one performed by Los Desterrados 
‘The Exiles’, a band from North London (I6 and S5).8

The fifteen printed versions of  the Ladino song were sourced from these 
publications: Sephiha included a version in his book about Judeo-Spanish (VS).9 
Révah published the Thessaloniki version in his book about the Converso 

4 Ora (Rodrigue) Schwarzwald, A Dictionary of  the Ladino Passover Haggadot (Eda veLashon 27) (in Hebrew), 
Jerusalem, Magnes, 2008, p. 21. 
5 a. See the discussion in the Conclusion section below. b. None of  the Haggadot in a previous study of  
Ladino Haggadot includes a Ladino version of  Eḥad Mi Yodea, Idem, Ibidem. 
6 Jean de Plantevit de la Pause, Florilegium Rabbinicum, Lodouae, Colomerus, 1645, p. 7; Tovia Preschel, 
“On Two Versions of  the Song ‘Eḥad Mi Yodea’” (in Hebrew), Sinay, 87, 1972, pp. 169-171; Jaume 
Riera i Sans, “Oracions en català dels conversos jueus. Notes bibliogràfiques i textos”, Anuario de filología, 
1, 1975, 345-367; Israel S. Révah, Antonio Enríquez Gomez: Un écrivain marrane (v. 1600-1663), Péninsules, 
Chandeigne, 2003, pp. 165-166; Fox, op.cit., 2, pp. 204-205.
7 Sharvit, Ladino, op.cit.. 
8 I have separated the written and performed Los Desterados versions of  the song because they are slightly 
different from each other.
9 See VS in Appendix 1.
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Antonio Enríquez Gomez and compared this with an older Spanish version (IR).10 
Additionally, several Haggadot have been published in recent years which include 
Ladino versions of  the song: a Haggadah from Sofia, Bulgaria (HS),11 and Haggadot 
published by Angel (MA),12 Papo (EP),13 Refael and Bahar (RB),14 and Ovadia 
(ZO).15 Two more written versions of  the song are included in the Haggadah 
published in Seattle in 2004, one from Turkey and one from Rhodes (ST, SR).16 
I also discovered six more versions of  the song on the Internet and have named 
them here I1– I6. I1 reflects the tradition of  the Altabet family (a Sephardic 
family now living in the United States); I2 is published by Moshe Guershon and 
reflects the Ḥaketía (North African) tradition, and I6 is the version performed by 
the band Los Desterrado. I was unable to find any further information regarding the 
sources of  the other three Internet versions. 

Most printed versions of  the song are written in Latin letters, some of  which 
use standard Spanish spelling while others exploit phonetic transcriptions similar 
to Aki Yerushalayim’s conventions. Only Refael-Bahar’s Haggadah (RB) is written 
in Hebrew letters. 

Most Ladino written versions are comprised of  thirteen stanzas. Sephiha’s 
version contains only twelve stanzas, and both the Altabet (I1) and Los Desterrados 
(I6) versions are made up of  only ten.

The eight sung versions examined for the purposes of  this study are 
abbreviated as S1-S8. S7 contains all thirteen stanzas, while S6 is comprised of  
just seven. All of  the other six sung versions have only ten stanzas.

 

Findings

In the following paragraphs I compare the various Ladino versions of  the 
song with their standard Hebrew equivalent. 

10 Révah, op. cit.. See also IR in Appendix 1.
11 No editor is mentioned. See HS in Appendix 1.
12 See MA in Appendix 1.
13 See EP in Appendix 1.
14 See RB in Appendix 1.
15 See ZO in Appendix 1.
16 See SR and ST in Appendix 1. The versions that I call EP, RB, SR, and VS, are also included in 
Sharvit, Ladino, op. cit..
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opening phrases:
All instances of  the song’s opening phrases in Ladino are very different from 

the Hebrew version. The Hebrew song begins with the question: Eḥad mi yodea? 
“Who knows one?” which is then answered in turn before the next question in 
numerical order is asked and answered: Šnayim/ šloša/ arba… mi yodea “Who knows 
two/ three/ four…”, etc. All Ladino renderings of  the question are preceded by 
another sentence, and in no instance is the response to these anything like ˀeḥad/ 
šnayim/ šloša… ˀani yodea “I know one/ two/ three…”.  

All the Ladino versions of  the song begin with an introductory sentence 
in one of  two ways – most commonly with a question-like phrase, and in two 
instances with declarations. 

The most commonly employed introduction begins with a variant of  a 
syntactically strangely built sentence which can roughly be translated as ‘who 
would know and understand, praise God which one believes in (or love) Him’. 
All the different variants of  this sentence in all the versions of  the song are given 
below along with distribution details (from the rarest to the most common17):

Quién supiese o entendiese o alabase o bendijese (I2)
Ken supiense i entendiense ken alavar al Dio keriense (HS)
Ken tuviese i entendiese alavar al Dio kreese (RB)
Ken supiense i entendiense alavar al Dyo merese (SR in odd stanzas)
Quien supiense y entendiense alavar al Dio merece (I6=S5)
Ken supiese i entendiese alavar al Dio kriese/ kreese/ keriese (EP, VS, I2, I3, I4, I5, S2, S3)
Ken supiense i entendiense alavar al Dio kriense/ kreense/ kerense (all others)

I2 (the Ḥaketía version) is unique in that it is very different in its syntactic 
structure from other Ladino versions, although it includes three similar verbs 
(saber, entender, alavar): “who would know or understand or praise or bless”. HS 
repeats the question word in the second phrase and uses the derived form of  
querer “love, want” rather than creer “believe”: “who would know or understand, 
who would praise lovable God”. RB uses the verb tener “have” instead of  saber 
“know”, while SR and I6 (=S5) use the verb merecer “deserve” instead of  creer. I4 

17 I have copied the actual spelling used in a specific text. Wherever several versions utilize different 
spelling systems, I have transcribed these phonetically using the following conventions: š = English sh, x 
= Spanish j or German ch in Buch ‘book’, ž = French j, ğ = English g in George, ḥ represents the Hebrew 
Ḥet. I have not marked Hebrew Aleph and Ayin in word initial position. I have used standard Spanish 
spelling conventions whenever possible in the discussion paragraphs.
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and I5 use the form kijese “love(?), want(?)”, and in some of  the sung versions, the 
verb querer is used (kerense~keriese) instead of  creer (S1, S2, S3, S4; HS). The use of  
the verb querer instead of  creer would appear to be either an unclear invention or 
a metathesis of kre- into ker-. The forms which utilize the -n-, supiense, entendiense, 
creense~criense~querense are most likely a combination of  apocopate participle patterns 
used in Ladino translations, namely sabien, entendien, creen, with the imperfect preterit 
supiese, entendiese, creese, which in fact is not used at all in spoken Judeo-Spanish.18

The second opening phrase structure type only features in two versions of  
the song (IR and SR). The Thessaloniki version by Révah (IS) uses the following 
sentence at the beginning of  each stanza: Elohenu šebašamay, El Dio mos mande a 
Irušalay, kon la karavana grande “Our heavenly God, God will send us to Jerusalem 
in a big procession”. The Rhodes version in the Seattle Haggadah (SR) follows 
a similar opening structure for each of  its even numbered stanzas: Elohenu 
shebashamayim, nos iremos a Yerushalayim, kon la karavana grande “Our heavenly God, 
let us go to Jerusalem in a big procession”. All odd numbered stanzas follow the 
same opening phrase structure used by all the other Ladino versions of  the song 
as described above (see Appendix 2). 

the numbereD Questions:
The various structures used to ask the number related questions which appear 

after the introductory sentence in each stanza are given as follows (once again, 
from rarest to most common): Kual es el primo (IR); Cuál es el Uno (I2); Cualos son los 
Uno (I6, S8); Kualo es el uno (all others). 

In Révah’s version (IR) the question is: “what is the first” (primo), while all 
other versions refer to “one” (uno). I2 as well as IR use the Spanish interrogative 
question cual instead of  the Judeo-Spanish cualo “what”, and, strangely, I6 (=S5) 
as well as S8 use the plural form cualos son los uno “what are the one”, instead of  
cualo es el uno.

The other questions are: Cuales son los dos/ tres/… (I2); Cualos son los dos/ tres/ 
… (I3, I6=S5, S6); Kualo son los dos/ tres/ …19 (all others)

Questions two to thirteen follow the same pattern: cuales “what(pl)” in I2, 
cualos in three versions (I3, I6=S5, S6) and cualo in the majority of  versions. In 
18 Eliezer Papo claims that the addition of  n exists in some vulgar varieties of  Bulgarian Judeo-Spanish, 
as in poverenta ‘poor(aDJ.f.sg)’ instead of  povereta, ǰungueves ‘Thursday’ instead of  ǰueves, but this explanation 
does not explain the systematic addition of  n here.
19 HS spells all -ua- and -ue- combinations as -oa- and -oe-, thus the word cualos is spelled κοαποсь [koalos], 
and muestros is spelled моестросъ [moestros].
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fact, it is possible to consider cualo son and cualos son as being the same because of  
the adjacent s in son. 

closing phrases: 
The closing phrase in each stanza of  all Ladino versions of  the song also 

deviates from the Hebrew standard. Instead of  ending with Eḥad Elohenu 
šebašamayim uvaˀareʦ “One is our God in the heavens and on earth”, all Ladino 
equivalents praise God with variants of  a common Hebrew traditional phrase 
barux hu u-barux šemo “Blessed be He and blessed be His name”. These variations 
can be attributed to rhythm or misunderstanding of  Hebrew, and are given below 
according to their frequency of  usage:
Barekú barú šemo (IR); Barukh Hu Verukh Shemo (I6); Barux barux šemo (S2, S4); Barux u 
barux šemo (EP, HS, ZO, MA, SR, ST, I1, S1, S3, S820); Barux u uvarux šemo (the others). 

boDy of the song:
Table 1 compares the motifs assigned to each of  the 13 numbers that feature 

in the Hebrew version of  the song along with their most commonly used Ladino 
equivalents.21

Table 1: Comparison of  motifs used to represent numbers in Hebrew-
Aramaic and Ladino versions

Hebrew-Aramaic Ladino versions
1 Our God (ˀelohenu 

šebašamayim uvaˀareʦ)
Uno es el Criador22; Primo ez el Kriyador (IR); 
El uno nuestro Senior que (I2)

2 The tablets of  the 
covenant (luḥot haberit)23

Dos Moshe y Aaron24; Dos son Moshe y Aaron 
(HS)

20 The singers add Amen after each stanza.
21 The most common forms are listed first without an indication of  the source version.
22 Repeated twice in each stanza in I1, S5, S6.
23 Exodus 32:15.
24 S7 pronounces [moišé].
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3 Patriarchs (ˀavot)25 Tres muestros padres son; Tres muestros padres 
son Avraham Isḥak i Yaakov (repeated in all 
stanzas HS, ZO, I2, S8)26; Tres padres muestros 
son (I3); Tres nuestros padres son (I1, S6)

4 Matriarchs (ˀimahot)27 Kuatro madres de Israel; Kuatro madres de 
Israel, Sarah, Rivka, Lea (y) Rahel (repeated in 
all stanzas EP, HS28, ZO, I1, I2, I4, I5, S8)29

5 Chumash - the 
Pentateuch, books of  
the Bible (ḥumše Tora)

Sinko livros de la ley; Sinko livros de Israel (I4, 
I5); Sinko livros de la Tora (S1)

6 Sections of  the Mishna 
(sidre Mišna)30

Sesh dias de la semana; Sesh livros/ sedarim de 
la Mishna (I2); Sesh livros de la Mishna (MA, 
SR, ST, S4); Sesh tratados de la Mishna (I6); 
Sesh partes de la Mishna (S5); Seš livros de 
Mišna (HS); Seš días sin Šabat (I1, VS)

7 Days of  the week (yeme 
šabata)31

Siete días con Shabat; Siete días con el Shabat 
(MA, I4, I5, S6); Siete días de la semana32 (HS, 
SR, ST, I1); Siete días de shabat (I6, S5); Siete 
días con el Shabat/de la semana (I2); Siete días 
con la shabat (S7)

8 Days of  circumcision 
(yeme mila)33

Ocho días de la mila; Ocho días de brit mila (I1); 
Ocho días de la ḥupa (IR, VS); Otšo dias de mila 
(HS)

9 Months of  pregnancy 
(yarḥe leda)

Mueve mezes de la prenyada; Nueve meses 
de la preñada/ parida (I2); Nueve meses de la 
prenyada (I6); Mueve mezis de la prenyada (EP)

25 The fathers of  the nation: Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
26 The names of  the patriarchs are repeated only in the first stanza in EP, SR.
27 The mothers of  the nation: Sarah, Rebecca, Leah, and Rachel.
28 The order of  two matriarchs is reversed in HS: Sarah, Rivka Raxel y Lea.
29 The names of  the matriarchs are repeated only in the first and last stanza in SR.
30 The six sections of  the Mishna: Zeraˁim, Moˁed, Nashim, Neziqin, Qodashim Teharot.
31 The word šabata means ‘week’ as well as ‘Sabbath’ in many Jewish and non-Jewish Aramaic dialects. 
It is more reasonable to translate this as ‘seven days of  the week’ rather than ‘seven days of  Sabbath’.
32 HS: simana.
33 Circumcision is performed on the eighth day after birth.
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10 Commandments 
(divraya)34

Diez mandamientos de la ley; Diez 
komandamientos de la ley (RB, SR, I1, S7); Diez 
mandamientos son (I2, I5, I6); Dies komandos de 
la ley (HS); Diez mandamientos de la Tora (S1) 

11 Stars (koxvaya)35 Onze ermanos sin Yosef; Once estreas en los 
cielos (I4, I5); Onze son los mezalot (HS); Once 
estrellas de sueño de Yosef  (I1); Once trivos 
sin Yosef  (I3); Onze ijos sin Yosef  (EP); Once 
hermanos de Yosef  (I2)

12 Tribes (šivtaya)36 Dodje ermanos con Yosef  (IR, ZO, RB, MA, 
ST, VS); Dodje trivos de Israel (I1, I3, S7); Doce 
tribus de Israel (I2); Dodje tribus de Israel (I4, 
I5); Dodje tribos de Israel (EP, SR); Dodže ižos 
de Yaakov (HS)

13 Attributes (midaya)37 Treze anyos del Bar Mitzvá (I4, I5); Tredje anyos 
de Bar Mizva (S7); Trece años del Bar-Mitzvah 
(I3); Trece anios del Bar Misva/ Tefelin (I2); 
Trezi anyos de Minyan (EP); Trece anyos de 
complas38 Minyan (I1); Tredje son los Ikarim 
(RB, MA, SR, ST); Tredže Ikarim de la ley (HS); 
Tredje ermanos con Dina (IR, ZO)

Seven of  the numbers in the Ladino versions reflect the corresponding motifs 
in the Hebrew song Ehad Mi Yodea: one is God, three are the patriarchs, four are 
the matriarchs, five are the books in the Pentateuch (Chumash), seven days of  the 
week, nine are the months of  pregnancy and ten are the biblical commandments. 
Nevertheless, the Ladino and Hebrew descriptions of  each of  these motifs vary 
significantly:

34 The Ten Commandments appear in Exodus 20: 2-14 and Deuteronomy 5: 6-18.  
35  Eleven stars bow before Joseph in his dream (Genesis 37: 9).
36 The twelve tribes of  Israel refer to either the twelve sons of  Jacob or to the thirteen tribes excluding 
Levy.
37 Midaya can be explained in two different ways: 1. the thirteen attributes of  God as they appear in 
Exodus 34: 6-7; 2. the thirteen measurements by which the Bible can be interpreted. 
38 The word complas must be an error.
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a) Uno es el Criador; Primo ez el Kriyador; El uno nuestro Senior “one is the/our 
Creator”, instead of  Eḥad Elohenu šebašamayim uvaˀareʦ “one is our God in the 
heavens and on earth”.
b) Tres muestros padres son “three are our fathers” instead of  šeloša ˀavot “three 
fathers”. In some Ladino versions, the names of  the fathers are listed and 
repeated in the following stanzas.
c) Cuatro madres de Israel “four mothers of  Israel” instead of Arba Imahot “four 
mothers”. The names of  the matriarchs appear consecutively in some Ladino 
versions.
d) Cinko libros de la Ley/ Tora/ Israel “five books of  the Law/ Pentateuch/ of  
Israel” instead of  ḥamiša ḥumše Tora “five books of  the Pentateuch”.
e) Siete días con (el/ la) Shabat “seven days with (the) Sabbath” or siete días de la semana 
“seven days of  the week” instead of  šivˁa yeme šabata “seven days of  the week”.
f) Mueve/nueve meses de la preñada “nine months of  the pregnant (woman)”39 
instead of  tišˁa yarḥe leda “nine months of  delivery”.
g) Diez (co)mandamientos/ komandos de la Ley/ Tora; “ten commandments of  the 
Law/ Tora”; Diez mandamientos son “ten commandments are” instead of  ˁasara 
dibraya “ten commandments”. 

Although the motifs assigned to the other six numerical values in the Ladino 
versions of  the song differ from the Hebrew, they still relate to important 
traditional Jewish concepts. Moreover, a few Ladino versions do maintain the 
Hebrew motifs of  these six numerical values.

In all the Ladino versions of  the song, Moses and Aaron represent the 
number two as opposed to šene luḥot haberit “two tablets of  the covenant”. This 
motif  is also found in Judeo-Arabic and in Converso versions of  the song (see 
Appendix 3).40 The two biblical brothers are probably mentioned not only 
because of  their importance to the Jewish religion but also because additional 
biblical characters are the subjects of  the following two stanzas (i.e. three patriarchs 
and four matriarchs). 

The most often used motif  to represent the number six in the Ladino versions 
of  the song is seš dias de la semana “six days of  the week” or sesh días sin Shabat “six 
days without (the) Sabbath”. This concept echoes the seventh and eighth stanzas 
which also relate to days – the number of  days in a week including the Sabbath, 

39 I2 is the only Ladino version that adds the option parida to preñada.
40 Preschel, op. cit., p. 170. 
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and the number of  days from birth to circumcision. Only 10 of  the 23 Ladino 
versions use the same motif  as the Hebrew song to represent the number six - 
šiša sidre Mishna: seš libros/ sedarim/ tratados/ partes de la Mishna “six books/ orders/ 
tractates/ parts of  the Mishna”.

Some Ladino versions of  the song use the number eight to refer to circumcision 
which is usually performed on the eighth day after a Jewish boy’s birth: ocho días 
de la mila; ocho días de berit mila. Two versions from Thessaloniki, Revah’s and 
Sephiha’s (IR, VS), utilize the phrase ocho días de la ḥupa “eight days of  marriage”, 
a well-known expression in Ladino speaking communities which also appears 
in Responsa texts from the 16th century,41 as well as in a Catalonian Converso 
version of  the song from 152042 and a Hebrew version from 1645.43

The motif  used to represent number eleven varies between the different 
Ladino versions of  the song. While the most frequently used theme is onze 
ermanos (/ ijos~trivos) sin/ de Yosef   “eleven brothers (/ sons/ tribes) without/ of  
Joseph”, a few versions mirror the Hebrew concept of ˀaḥad ˁasar koxvaya “eleven 
stars”, and then expands and explains the context of  this biblical reference: once 
estrellas de sueño de Yosef “eleven stars of  Joseph’s dream”, or simply states once 
estrellas en los cielos “eleven stars in the sky”. HS is unique in its use of  the word 
mezalot (in Hebrew, mazzalot means “groups of  stars”). Using number eleven to 
represent the brothers or tribes without Joseph is significant because the motif  
used in the following stanza is the twelve tribes of  Israel (which refer to Jacob’s 
sons, Joseph’s brothers).

The majority of  Ladino versions of  the song use the same motif  as the 
Hebrew version to represent the number twelve - šnem ˁasar šivtaya “twelve tribes”: 
dodje tribus/ trivos de Israel “twelve tribes of  Israel”. Six versions specify dodje ermanos 
kon Yosef  “twelve brothers with Joseph”, while HS speaks of  Dodže ižos de Yakov 
“the twelve sons of  Jacob”.

Whereas the final stanza of  the Hebrew version of  the song refers to šloša 
ˁasar midaya “thirteen attributes” most Ladino versions cite thirteen as being the 
age of  Bar Mitzvah, when a boy lays tefilin and may join a quorum of  nine Jews 

41 According to the Responsa Project of  Bar-Ilan University, the expression šemona yeme ḥupa/ haḥupa 
appears twice in the answers of  the Sephardic Rabbi Moshe ben Yosef  Trani (1500-1580). The eight 
days of  the ḥupa motif  also appears in a Judeo-Arabic version of  the song: J. Perles, “Die Berner 
Handschrift des kleinen Aruch”, Jubelschrift zum 70. Geburtstag des Professors Dr. Heinrich Graetz, 
Hildesheim, Georg Olms, 1973, pp. 37-38; Fox, op. cit., p. 205. 
42 See (B) in Appendix 3.
43 Šemonat yeme ḥupa, Plantevit de la Pause, op. cit., p. 7.
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for praying: Tredje anyos de Bar Mizva/ Minyan/ Tefelin44; trece anyos de complas(!) 
Minyan. Four of  the written versions of  the song use the phrase Tredje son los Ikarim 
“thirteen are the principles” and one refers to Tredže Ikarim de la ley “thirteen 
principles of  the law (the Bible)”, which alludes to the thirteen principles of  faith 
that Maimonides lists in his interpretation of  the Mishna (Sanhedrin, Chapter 
10; and see fn. 37). Two Ladino versions use the motif  Tredje ermanos con Dina 
“thirteen brothers with Dina” which builds on concepts introduced in the two 
previous stanzas: eleven brothers without Joseph, twelve with Joseph, and thirteen 
with Dina (Joseph’s sister).

Discussion 

Although Hebrew Eḥad Mi Yodea or Ladino Quién supiense versions are included 
as standard elements of  the Haggadah today, the song was not originally associated 
with the Passover holiday. The questions are when they were created and what 
the relationship between them is.

In this paper I have compared and contrasted various Ladino versions of  the 
song and examined differences between these and the traditional Hebrew version 
of  the song. I have demonstrated that although the Ladino versions are all similar 
in many respects, they also show independent constructions which very often do 
not reflect the subject matter of  the standard Hebrew version and never mirror 
it exactly. 

All the Ladino versions included in this study share various characteristics 
and differ uniformly from the Hebrew song in a number of  ways. They utilize the 
same opening and closing phrase structures, and without exception use the motif  
of  Moses and Aaron to represent the number two. Except for number nine which 
refers to months of  pregnancy and ten which is universally associated with the 
commandments, all the other numbers are represented differently in the Ladino 
songs, either by structure or thematic content. While some Ladino versions 
refer to the same specific motifs mentioned in the Hebrew song using different 
formulations, others deviate from these: the names of  the three patriarchs and 
four matriarchs are given in Ladino but not in the Hebrew song; number 6 refers 
44 According to Sharvit, Ladino, op. cit., p. 608, the motif  of  tefillin is also used in a version of  the song 
of  the Tetuán community. The only reference I found to tefillin is in the Ḥaketía version (I2) which also 
refers to Bar Misva.
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to the days of  the week; 8 to the days of  the ḥupa (wedding); 11 to the brothers 
without Joseph; 12 to the brothers including Joseph; and 13 to the age at which a 
boy can be included in a Minyan (i.e. becoming Bar-Mitzvah), or to the brothers 
plus Dina (Joseph’s sister).

converso versions:
Six Spanish and Catalan songs elicited by Converted Jews and documented 

by the Inquisition which date from 1512 to 1678 exhibit an extraordinary 
resemblance to Ladino versions of  the song (see Appendix 3).45 Other than 
(F) which only lists the motifs representing numbers from 1 to 13, the opening 
phrases of  all the other versions begin with the verbs saber “know” and entender 
“understand”, as the Ladino ones. Two begin with the particle si “if ” (B-C), two 
with qui “what” (D-E) and one with quien “who” (A).

a. Five versions end each stanza with a statement about God by saying “one 
(is) God in/of  heaven” (A-E), which resembles the Hebrew ˀeḥad ˀeloheno 
šebašamayim (uvaˀareṣ). Only (F) states el gran Dios de Israel “the great God of  Israel”.
b. As is the case with all Ladino versions of  the song, each closing phrase 
blesses God and His name either with an approximate quotation of  the 
relevant Hebrew words or in translation: Baraco baraco son nom (B), Barahú barahú 
simo (A); Bendito sea Él y Su santisimo nombre (C), alabat sie el seu sant nom (D), alabat 
sia el seu Sanct nom (E).
c. In all the Converso versions of  the song, number two refers to Moses and 
Aaron, although the first of  these names is spelt in a variety of  ways: Moysé 
(A), Moçé (B), Moysés (C-E), Moysen (F).
d. Number three refers to the patriarchs, called either parientes (A-B) or padres 
(C). The names of  the patriarchs are listed in all versions except (B).
e. Number four refers to the matriarchs and includes their names,46 except 
for (F) which bizarrely states Los quatros: maridos de Israel “the four husbands (!) 
of  Israel”.47

f. While all Converso versions of  the song use the books of  the Law as a motif  
to represent number five, six is symbolized either by the days of  the week (A-

45 Sharvit (Ladino, op. cit. 1, pp. 602-603) only discusses versions (C), (E) and (F) in their Hebrew 
translations.
46 The informant in (D) could not remember the name of  Leah and reports: las quatre mares de Israel: Sara, 
Rebeca, Raquel y otra Sara ‘the four mothers of  Israel: Sarah, Rebeca, Rachel and another Sarah’.
47 This might be due to an auditory confusion between madres ‘mothers’ and maridos ‘husbands’ or else 
is a misspelling.
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E), or by Los seis dias del Sabado “the six days of  Sabbath” (F). 
g. Seven refers to the days of  the week including the Sabbath (A-E).48 Version 
(F) states: Los siete: dias de la semana “the seven days of  the week”.
h. Instead of  using circumcision to represent number eight, (B) refers to 
marriage Los vuyt dies del marit, which is similar to the ḥupa motif  used in some 
Ladino versions (see discussion above).
i. Numbers nine and ten use the same motifs as the Hebrew and Ladino 
versions of  the song: nine months of  pregnancy and the Ten Commandments.
j. For number eleven, other than (A) which refers to Joseph’s brothers, the 
motif  used for all other Converso versions is eleven stars in the sky. 
k. All six Converso versions of  the song use the tribes of  Israel to refer to 
number twelve.
l. Only (D-F) feature motifs for number thirteen. Two of  the these three 
versions refer to Los treze/trece palabras que dijo Dios Omnipotente a Moysés “the 
thirteen words that God Almighty gave to Moses” (D, F), while (E) uses – Els 
treze mots de la veritat “the thirteen words of  truth” (E). Version (C) ends at the 
tenth stanza, and (A) and (B) only contain twelve versions.
m. (E) includes a fourteenth stanza which represents a motif  that refers to 
the Catechism of  the Catholic Church: Los catorze artículos de la fe “the fourteen 
chapters of  belief ”. 

The motifs used in the Converso versions of  the song are very similar to their 
Ladino counterparts. The exception is (E) which includes a fourteenth stanza 
that was obviously influenced by the Catholic Church. Although the Converso 
versions of  the song were regarded as Jewish rabbinical prayers, they were not 
associated with Passover in any way.49 The fact that the song is recorded in 
Inquisition documents from as early as 1512 and 1520 suggests that it must have 
been well-known in the Middle Ages before the Expulsion of  the Jews from Spain.

other cumulative songs: 
In a very interesting and detailed article, Espinosa collected oral and written 

traditions of  cumulative songs which refer to twelve numbers and date from the 
Middle Ages onwards.50

48  (E) contains an unknown word, taule: Los set taules del Sabat.
49  The Hebrew ˀEḥad Mi Yodea in Plantevit de la Pause (op. cit., p. 7) is also part of  a rabbinical expression 
which has no connection to Passover.
50 Aurelio M. Espinosa, “Origen oriental y desarrollo histórico del cuento de las doce palabras 
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He found various versions in Spanish, Latin, Portuguese, Italian, French, 
German Flemish, English, Romanian, and Russian, in addition to examples 
which adhere to Buddhist and Muslim (Arabic) traditions. He also refers to the 
Hebrew version of  Eḥad Mi Yodea as it conventionally appears in the Passover 
Haggadah. Espinosa assumes that the song was added to the Haggadah by German 
Jews during the 16th century, but claims that the song is probably even older than 
that. After citing the Spanish translation of  the Hebrew song, he asserts that it 
is doubtful that the Hebrew version is the basis for similar Christian equivalents, 
although he admits that the motifs used to represent the first three numbers and 
number nine are very similar to those which exist in the majority of  Christian 
versions (i.e. 1 – God, 2 – tablets of  the covenant,51 3 – the patriarchs, 9 – months 
of  pregnancy).52 In spite of  the fact that the majority of  the remaining motifs 
in the Christian renditions of  the song are thematically Christian in nature, he 
found that in some cases these mirror the Hebrew version (e.g. 5 – books of  
Moses, 10 – commandments, 11 – stars of  Joseph’s dream).53 In his conclusions 
he states: “The Jews developed the song of  numbers found in the Passover ritual 
in old time, and it is very probably that this could have been directly influenced 
by an oriental origin as the Arabic versions” (my translation, ORS).54

Gefen lists many examples of  number-recounting cumulative songs.55 Most 
examples in Yiddish are religiously thematic and feature God, the tablets of  the 
covenant, the patriarchs, the matriarchs, the Pentateuch, and so on. A version from 
Byelorussia is very similar to the Hebrew song, and so is a Russian song sung by 
Jews where six is represented by Friday and seven by the Sabbath. Other Yiddish 
versions of  the song do not necessarily relate thematically to Jewish culture and 
are occasionally humoristic in nature. In one Yiddish rendering, numbers refer to 
the following motifs: 1 – God, 2 – the sky, 3 – the sun, 4 – the moon, 5 – the stars, 
while another version begins with an introduction explaining that is being sung 
at a wedding, and where numbers represent motifs as follows: 1– God, 2 – the 
bride and groom, 3 – the musicians (kleizmerim), 4 – the columns of  the ḥupa/ the 

retorneadas”, Revista de Filología Española, 17, 1930, pp. 390-413.
51 Moses and Aaron do not appear in the Muslim version that Espinosa cites; two are the sun and the 
moon (Idem, Ibidem, p. 397).
52 Idem, Ibidem, pp. 398-399.
53 A detailed account of  the distribution of  motifs can be found in Espinosa (Idem, Ibidem, pp. 404-406).
54 Idem, Ibidem, p. 412. I cannot agree with his conclusion.
55 Menashe Gefen, Transformation of  Motifs in Folklore and Literature (in Hebrew), Jerusalem, Reuven Mass, 
1991, pp. 168-203.
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bridesmaids and groomsmen, 5 – the couple’s parents (apparently on this specific 
occasion), 6 – Havdalah (big) candles, 7 – blessings recited at the ḥupa.56

Gefen also cites many non-Jewish cumulative songs from various cultures which 
are often, although not always, thematically similar to Jewish ones. Examples 
cited originate from various locations including Ancient Rome, Switzerland, 
Bohemian Germany, Flandreau France, Italy, Lithuania, Macedonia, Denmark, 
Puerto Rico, Poland, England, Hungary, Albania, Portugal and the United 
States. The abundant variations on similar themes demonstrate that the principle 
of  counting within cumulative songs was widespread and cross-cultural, and that 
while God was often used as a motif  to represent the number one, the significance 
of  other numbers (along with the number of  the stanzas) varied according to the 
circumstances in which the song was performed in addition to the beliefs, culture 
and religion of  the performers and audience in question.

Conclusion

The Ladino versions of  the song are no exception to the findings presented 
above, therefore we should call them “Quién supiense” songs, rather than Eḥad 
Mi Yodea in Ladino. Different Ladino versions of  the song reflect diverse local 
traditions from Spain and Majorca, Turkey, Greece, North Africa, Israel, England, 
the United States, Serbia, Rhodes, Bulgaria, and many other countries. Disparate 
versions of  the song contain varying numbers of  thematically diverse stanzas and 
also reflect the folkloristic performances whereby they were transferred orally. 
Oral transmission of  the song facilitated variants in word choices and number 
references in addition to producing variations which sometimes sound like 
mistakes (a process which is also typical for the oral transmission of  proverbs and 
folk tales). The following variations in different versions of  the song came about 
as a result of  the song’s oral transmission: the opening phrases, the citation of  
barux hu uvarux šemo, of  uno–primo, Ierušalay, complas [instead of  complir], creer~querer 
etc. Even the two versions of  the song originating from Turkey and Rhodes which 
appear in the same Haggadah published in Seattle differ in certain respects: the 
opening phrases are different, they use of  creer versus merecer, one lists the names of  
the patriarchs and matriarchs and the other does not, and the motifs symbolizing 
the number 12 are not the same (See Appendix 2).    
56 Idem, Ibidem, pp. 180-181.
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The custom of  reciting cumulative poems or songs is very old and is a practice 
that continues to appear extensively in children’s literature; cumulative poems 
which reference numbers exist in many cultures, as shown by Espinosa, Gefen 
and others.57

As mentioned earlier, the origin of  the Hebrew version of  Ehad Mi Yodai is 
unclear.58 Its structure is similar to an old Christian German folksong which could 
have influenced its creation.59 Yoffie claims that the original Hebrew song was in 
fact adapted by Christians into a Latin version,60 while Habermann suggests that 
the Hebrew version of  Eḥad Mi Yodea is based on an original Yiddish song.61

It is impossible to know for certain which of  the Hebrew or Ladino versions 
originated first. Based on the attested existence of  similar versions of  the song 
among the Spanish and Catalan of  Converted Jews from as early as the beginning 
of  the sixteenth century, Riera i Sans,62 Fox63 and Révah64 assume that it had 
originally been sung in Ladino even before the expulsion from Spain in 1492. Fox 
also presumes that it is possible that the original Hebrew version of  the song was 
brought from Spain to India by Portuguese converted merchants – which would 
explain its early existence in Cochin and Singili.65 A Hebrew version of  the Ehad 
Mi Yodea which was found in the Cairo Geniza looks like it was written down from 
memory by an untrained hand as an exercise, but sadly does not provide any 
clear evidence regarding the song’s origins.66

Some elements of  the Ladino Quién supiense can also be found in Judeo-Arabic 
versions of  the song (such as number two referring to Moses and Aaron instead 

57 Cf. The song “The Twelve Days of  Christmas”. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cumulative_song. 
Many old cumulative songs appear in English nursery rhyme books. For instance, Opie’s book includes 
several of  these, and a song with 12 numbers. See Iona and Peter Opie, A Nursery Companion, Oxford, 
Oxford University Press, 1980. New cumulative songs are also being written in many languages today.
58 See detailed discussions and descriptions of  the Hebrew versions in the following sources and the 
references cited by them: Sharvit, New Light, Oriental, op. cit. 1; Fox, op. cit.; Abraham M. Habermann, 
“Poetry as preserve of  forgotten words and meanings” (in Hebrew). P’raqim, 1, 1967-1968, p. 30; Idem, 
“Concerning the oriental version of  Eḥad Mi Yode’a” (in Hebrew), Tarbiẕ, 42, 1972, pp. 209-210; 
Sandor Scheiber, “Der text des ‘Echad Mi Yodea’ in der Genisa”, Israelitisches Wochenblatt, 61, 1965, p. 16.
59 Perles, op. cit., pp. 37-38.
60 Leah Rachel Clara Yoffie, “Songs of  the ‘Twelve Numbers’ and the Hebrew chant of  ‘Echod Mi 
Yodea’”, Journal of  American Folklore, 62, 1949, pp. 382-411.
61 Habermann, Concerning, op. cit..
62 Riera i Sans, op. cit..
63 Fox, op. cit..
64 Révah, op. cit..
65 Fox, op. cit., pp. 211-212.
66 Sharvit, Oriental, op. cit.; Habermann, Concerning, op. cit..
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of  the tablets of  the covenant67), and similarities also exist in a number of  Yiddish 
versions. Since the opening and closing phrases of  the song are completely 
different in Hebrew and Ladino, I contend that they developed independently. In 
my opinion, cumulative songs which refer to numbers were created autonomously 
in different languages. The resemblance between Ladino and Judeo-Arabic 
versions of  the song (especially those from North Africa), is a result of  the contact 
between the expelled Sephardic Jews and Judeo-Arabic speaking communities. 
Partial thematic similarities between the Hebrew text and Ladino and Yiddish 
renditions of  the song can be explained by the common Jewish heritage shared 
by song writers from different communities, all of  whom would have been very 
familiar with the same motifs based on Jewish tradition used to appropriately 
represent specific numbers.

Appendix 1: The Corpus68

the written corpus:
EP = Eliezer Papo (ed.), Hagada shel Pesah: ˀAgada – Kazivanje o Prolasku, Jerusalem, American 
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, 1996, pp. 136-138. 
HS = Passover Haggadah Certified by the High Rabbinical Authorities in Bulgaria, Sofia, Ivriya, 1940.
IR = Israel S. Révah, Antonio Enríquez Gomez: Un écrivain marrane (v. 1600-1663), Péninsules, 
Chandeigne, 2003, pp. 165-166.
MA = Marc D. Angel (ed.), A Sephardic Passover Haggadah, Hoboken, N.J., Ktav, 1988, pp. 104-106. 
RB = Shmuel Refael (Vivante) & Moshe Bahar (eds.), Ladino Haggadah according to the Custom of  
Sephardic Jews (in Hebrew and Ladino), Tel Aviv, Eked, 2002. pp. 71-75.
SR = Isaac Maimon & Isaac Arose (ed.), Passover Agada in Hebrew with Ladino and English 
Translation, Seattle, Washington, The Sephardic Community, 2004, pp. 42-43 (Rhodes Version)
ST = Idem, ibidem, pp. 40-41 (Turkish Version)
VS = Haim Vidal Sephiha, Le Judéo-Espagnol, Paris, Éditions Entente, 1986, pp. 161-162 [1-12] 
ZO = Zelda Ovadia (ed.), La Agada deLuz: Agada de Pesah, Jerusalem, Erez, 2002. (non-
numbered pages).
I1 = http://www.haggadot.com/clip/echad-mi-yodeah-ladino (15-05-2016) [1-10]
I2 = http://adafina.blogspot.co.il/2008/04/quien-supiese-o-entendiese.html (15-05-2016)
I3 = https://www.templeemanuel.com/sites/default/files/images/Music/Lyrics_
Pesach_B_17.pdf  (15-05-2016)

67 I have listened to a few recorded versions of  Ehad Mi Yodea in Judeo-Arabic on the Internet. Shimon 
Sharvit plans to publish further examples of  these in a future article.
68 Numbers given in square brackets represent the total number of  stanzas for that specific version of  
the song. No number is given where the version is comprised of  thirteen stanzas.
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I4 = http://hagadaparatodos.blogspot.co.il/ (15-05-2016)
I5 = http://es.scribd.com/doc/59483422/Cancionero-Judeo-Espanol-para-Pesaj#scribd 
(15-05-2016)
I6 = www.losdesterrados.com/#!por-dos-levanim-lyrics/c1ed (15-05-2016)

the oral corpus:
S1 = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYyBW0aEaxc (Ya’akov Tsur ben Ovadiah) (15-
05-2016) [1-10]
S2 = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0v6eKEJYXk4 (Otobesa/ Alejandro Suela) (15-
05-2016) [1-10]
S3 = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_p9NB8L94Q (Fortuna/ Gabriel Fidalgo)(15-
05-2016) [1-10]
S4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17XPgLu5YYE (Peppo Martina) (15-05-2016) [1-10]
S5 = https://soundcloud.com/los-desterrados/10-quien-supiense-y (Los Desterrados) (15-
05-2016) [1-10]
S6 = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xzz3Li-RrU4 (Yehoram Gaon) (15-05-2016) 
(also on a CD) [1-7]
S7 = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o200aCMns0M (Maya School) (16-05-2016)
S8 = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvkL4htMBQ0 (Haim Haviv Synagogue in 
Haifa, recorded during Passover, 2011) (26-05-2016) [1-10]

Appendix 2: The Two Versions of  the song in the Haggadah 
from Seattle (ST, SR):

Ken Supiense (Who Knows One?) 
Turkish Custom

Ken Supiense (Who Knows One?) 
Rhodes Custom

Ken supiense i entendiense alavar al Dyo 
kre-ense. Kualo es el Uno? Uno es el 
Kriador, Barukh u uvarukh shemo

Ken supiense i entendiense alavar al Dyo 
merese. Kualo es el Uno? Uno es el 
Kriador, Barukh u uvarukh shemo

Ken supiense i entendiense alavar al Dyo 
kre-ense. Kualo son los dos? Dos Moshe y 
A-aron, Uno es el Kriador…

Elohenu shebashamayim, nos iremos 
a Yerushalayim, kon la karavana 
grande. Kualo son los dos? Dos Moshe y 
A-aron, Uno es el Kriador…

…Kualo son lost tres? Tres muestros padres 
son, dos Moshe i A-aron…

Ken supiense … Kualo son los tres? Tres 
muestros padres son, Avraam, Yitshak i 
Yaakov, dos…
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…Kualo son los kuatro? Kuatro madres de 
Yisrael, tres…

Elohenu shebashamayim… Kualo 
son los kuatro? Kuatro madres de Yisrael, 
Sara, Rivka, Lea, Rachel, tres muestros 
padres son, dos …

…Kualo son los sinko? Sinko livros de la 
Ley, kuatro…

Ken supiense … Kualo son los sinko? Sinko 
livros de la Ley, kuatro madres de Yisrael…

…Kualo son los sesh? Sesh livros de 
Mishna, sinko…

Elohenu shebashamayim… Kualo son 
los sesh? Sesh livros de Mishna, sinko…

…Kualo son los siete? Siete dias de la 
semana, sesh…

Ken supiense … Kualo son los siete? Siete 
dias de la semana, sesh…

…Kualo som los ocho? Ocho dias de la 
Milah, siete…

Elohenu shebashamayim… Kualo son 
los ocho? Ocho dias de la Milah, siete…

…Kualo son los mueve? Mueve mezes de la 
prenyada, ocho…

Ken supiense … Kualo son los mueve? 
Mueve mezes de la prenyada, ocho…

…Kualo son los diez? Diez 
mandamientos de la Ley, mueve…

Elohenu shebashamayim… Kualo son 
los diez? Dies komandamientos de la 
Ley, mueve…

…Kualo son los onze? Onze ermanos sin 
Yoseph, diez…

Ken supiense … Kualo son los onze? Onze 
ermanos sin Yoseph, diez…

…Kualo son los doje? Doje ermanos kon 
Yoseph, onze…

Elohenu shebashamayim… Kualo son 
los doje? Doje tribos de Yisrael, onze…

…Kualo son los treje? Treje son los Ikarim, 
doje…

Ken supiense … Kualo son los treje? Treje 
son los Ikarim, doje…
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Appendix 3: Conversos versions69

(A) Tolosana Monçonís (1512)70

(Riera i Sans71)
(B)  Rafael Baró (1520)72

(Riera i Sans73)

Quien supiesse y entendiesse qual era lo 
uno74

Si supieses y entendieces qual era lo 
uno75

1 Uno Dió76 en el cielo Huno es Dios en el cielo

2 Barahú barahú simo Baraco baraco son nom

3 Tres nuestros parientes, Abraham, Isach 
y Jacob

Tres nuestros parientes

4 Quatro madres de Israel: Sarra, Rica, 
Lia y Rachel

Quatro madres d’Isaraell

5 Sinco libros de la Ley Los sinch libres de la Ley

6 Los seys dias de la sempmana Los sis dies de la setmana

7 Siete dias con el sabbat Los set dies del satbat

8 Ocho dias de la circumsissión Los vuyt dies del marit

9 Los nueve messes de la prenyada Los nou mesos de la emprenyada              

10 Diez mandamientos de la Ley Los deu manaments de Déu

11 Los honze jermans de Josep Les onze steles del cel

12 Los dotze tribos de Israel Los dotze trips d’Irael

69 Riera i Sans (op. cit., p. 364) cites both Braunstein and Selke, but as his improved version is different 
from theirs I have listed them both here. See Baruch Braunstein, The Chuetas of  Majorca: Conversos and the 
Inquisition of  Majorca, New York, Ktav, 1972, p. 199; Angela S. Selke, The Conversos of  Majorca (Hispania 
Judaica 5), Jerusalem, Magnes, 1986, pp. 239-240.
70 Although Tolosana Monçonís claims that these refer to the Ten Commandments in Hebrew, she lists 
twelve stanzas in Spanish.
71 Riera i Sans, op. cit., pp. 350-352.
72 Handwritten by Rafael Baró from memory in October 1520 while in prison.
73 Riera i Sans, op. cit., pp. 356-359.
74 This phrase is repeated at the beginning of  each stanza along with the question: Quales eran los dos/ 
tres/ quatro/ sinco/ seys/ siete/ ocho/ nueve/ diez/ honze/ dotze.
75 This phrase is repeated at the beginning of  each stanza along with the question: Quales son los dos/ tres/ 
quatro/ sinch/ sis/ set/ vuyt/ nou/ deu/ onze/ dotze. The concluding phrase Baraco baraco son nom ‘Blessed be 
He blessed be His name’ also appears at the end of  each cumulative stanza.
76 The concluding phrase in each stanza repeats number 1.  In numbers 2 and 3, the concluding phrase 
is Uno es Dios en el cielo barahu barahu simo, but in 4-12 the stanza ends with Uno es el Dió en el cielo barahu 
barahu sino ‘One is God blessed be He blessed be His name’. The name of  God alternates between Dios 
and el Dio.  Lines sung previously are not repeated.
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(C) Antonio Enríquez Gomez
(Révah77)

(D) Isabel Martí y Cortés (Majorca 
1678)78 (Riera i Sans79)

Si supiédes y entendiésedes qual es el uno Qui sebés y entengués80 qui és Déu alt en 
el çel alabat sie el seu sant nom. Amén. 
Amén

1 Uno, Dios del Cielo
Bendito sea Él y Su santisimo nombre

2 Dos, Moysés y Arón Los dos, Moysés y Arón

3 Tres, nuestros padres: Abrahán, Isac y 
Jacob

Los tres, Abraam, Isach y Jacob

4 Quatro madres de Israel: Sarra, Rebeca, 
Lea y Raquel

Las quatre mares de Israel: Sara, Rebeca, 
Raquel y otra Sara

5 Los cinco libros de la Ley, el Señor nos 
dexe honrrar y guarder Su santísimo Ley

Los cinco libros de la Ley

6 Los seys días de la semana; el Señor 
nos dé Buena semana, con Buenos 
temporalis y años

Los seys días de la semmana

7 Siete días del santisimo sabaot [sic]; el 
Señor nos dé buen sabaot y nos lo dexe 
honrrar y guardar

Los siete días del savat

8 Ocho días de la circunsición, el Señornos 
la dexe honrrar y guardar

Los ocho días del sircunsiso

9 Nueve meses de la preñada, el Señor 
guarde todas las preñadas de Ysrael

Los nuebe meses de la preñada

10 Diez mandamientos de la Ley, el Señor 
nos dexe honrrar y guarder sus diez 
mandamientos

Los dies mandamientos

11 Los onze estrellas del cielo

12 Las doze tribus de Israel

13 Las trece palabras que dijo Dios omnipo-
tente a Moysés. Amén. Amén

77 Révah, op. cit., pp. 164-165.
78 Isabel Martí y Cortés learned the song from her mother. It was customary to recite the song before 
going to bed on fast days. The text is not identical to the one cited by Braunstein (op. cit.) and Fox (op. 
cit.; see (F) below).
79 Riera i Sans, op. cit., pp. 362-364.
80 The phrase Qui sebés y entengués ‘who knows and understands’ is repeated before each of  the questions.
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(E) Francisca Cortés in Majorca 
(1678) (Selke81; Fox82)

(F) Inquisition testimonies Majorca 
(1678) (Braunstein83; Fox84)

1 Qui sebes y entengues qui es lo un:
Aquel grand Deu del Sel
Alabat sia el seu Sanct nom amen85

El uno: el Gran Dios de Israel

2 Los dos Moyses y Aron, ettz. Los dos: Moysen y Aarón

3 Los tres son Habraham Isach y Jacob, 
ettz.

Los tres: Abram, Isach y Jacób

4 Los quatre Mares de Israel, Sara, Lia, 
Rabeca, Rachel, ettz. 

Los quatros maridos de Israel

5 Los sinch libros de la ley Los quatre ettz. 
[“y repite lo demás”]

Los sinco libros de la ley

6 Los sis jorns de la semana Os sinch ettz Los seis días del Sábado

7 Les set taules del Sabat, ettz. Los siete días de la semana

8 Los vuit jorns de circunsis, ettz. Los ocho días de la circuncisión

9 Los nou meses de la preñada Los nueve meses de la preñada

10 Los deu Manamens de Deu Los diez mandamientos de Dios

11 Las onze estrellas de Sel Las once estrellas del cielo

12 Los dotze tribus de Israel… Los doze tribus de Israel 

13 Els treze mots de la veritat… Las treze palabras que dijo Dios omnipo-
tente a Moyses… Amen, Amen

14 Los catorze artículos de la fe.

81 Selke, op. cit.; Fox, op. cit., pp. 204-205.  
82 Francisca was the widow of  Raphael Diego Feranza who taught her this prayer. She commented that 
according to Maimonides this Jewish prayer should only contain thirteen stanzas. She also said that the 
contents of  the previous numbers are repeated each time (Selke, op. cit., pp. 238-240).
83 Braunstein, op. cit., p. 199. Braunstein (p. 104) considers this to be a text which was recited during 
Passover, which I strongly doubt.
84 Fox, op. cit., pp. 204-205.
85 This phrase is repeated at the beginning of  each stanza along with the question: Qui sebes y entenqueo 
qui son los dos/ tres/ quatre/ sinch/ sis/ set/ vuit/ nou/ deu/ onze/ dotze, treze/ catorze.


